117 (L'istesso Swing (Open - Solos in G Min))

141 (On Q - Rock (Solo continues over BG))

149 (L'istesso Swing (Last solo - Yours))

173 (On Q - Rock (Solo continues over BG))

181

192 (Tempo [d = ])

198 (Opt)

207 (Or Ad Lib)
(Double X \( \frac{1}{4} = \frac{1}{4} \))

(L'istesso Swing (Open - Solos in G Min))

(On Q - Rock (Solo continues over BG))

(L'istesso Swing (Last solo - Trumpet))
(ON Q-ROCK (SOLO CONTINUES OVER BG)

(WITH 'BONES

(Tempo (\text{d} = \text{J})

(Play only for high solo

"MacArthur Park"
Double X (d = d)

L'istesso Swing (Open - Solos in G Min)

On Q - Rock (Solo continues over BG)

L'istesso Swing (Last solo - Trumpet)
MACARTHUR PARK

Music by JIM WEBB

Arranged by Adrian Drover

\( \text{\textit{Alto Sax 2}} \)

\( \text{\textit{ff}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mp}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mf}} \)

\( \text{\textit{f}} \)

\( \text{\textit{ff}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mp}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mf}} \)

\( \text{\textit{f}} \)

\( \text{\textit{ff}} \)
"MacArthur Park"

Music by JIM WEBB

Arranged by Adrian Drover

(Tempo = 88 Rock

Tenor Sax 1

ff

mp

mf

f

P

mp

mf

8

14

20

23

29

37

45

55

8
(L'istesso Swing (Open - Solos in G Min))
141 (On Q-Rock (Solo continues over BG))

149 (L'istesso Swing (Last solo - Trumpet))

173 (On Q-Rock (Solo continues over BG))

181

192 (Tempo 1. (d = d))

198

201

207
L'ISTESSO SWING (OPEN - SOLOS IN G MIN)

ON Q - ROCK (SOLO CONTINUES OVER BG)

L'ISTESSO SWING (LAST SOLO - TRUMPET)

ON Q - ROCK (SOLO CONTINUES OVER BG)

TEMPO \( \left( \left( \right) \right) \)
"MACARTHUR PARK"

Music by JIM WEBB

Arranged by Adrian Drover
(LISTESO SWING (OPEN - SOLOS IN G MIN))

(ON Q - ROCK (SOLO CONTINUES OVER BG))

(LISTESO SWING (LAST SOLO - TRUMPET))

(ON Q - ROCK (SOLO CONTINUES OVER BG))

(Tempo \( \frac{6}{4} \))

\( \text{mf} \)
[Image: Sheet music page with musical notation for a drum kit, labeled as "MacArthur Park" (Kit).]
L’ISTESSO SWING (Open - Solos in G Min)

Sim for 24 or Open

On Q - Rock (Solo continues over BG)

L’ISTESSO SWING (Last Solo - Trumpet)

Sim for 24 or Open

"MacArthur Park" (kit)
"MACARTHUR PARK"

Music by JIM WEBB

Arranged by Adrian Drover

(\(J = 88\text{ Rock}\))

Guitar

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Dm} & \quad \text{F/C} & \quad \text{Eb/Bb} \\
\text{Fm7/Bb} & \quad \text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb/F} \\
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb/F} \\
\text{Dm} & \quad \text{F/C} & \quad \text{Eb/Bb} \\
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb/F} \\
\text{Gm} & \quad \text{Bb/F} & \quad \text{Ab7} & \quad \text{Bb/Ab} & \quad \text{Gm7} \\
\text{C} & \quad \text{C7} & \quad \text{Gm7/C} \\
\text{F7} & \quad \text{F} & \quad \text{G/F} & \quad \text{C/E}
\end{align*}
\]
"MacArthur Park" (Guitar)
"MacArthur Park" (Guitar)
"MacArthur Park"

Music by Jim Webb

Arranged by Adrian Drover

\( \text{\textdollar} = 88 \text{ Rock} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{TUTTI} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Piano} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Dm} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{F/C} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Eb/Bb} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Fm7/Bb} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Saxes} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Gm} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Bb/F} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Brass} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Trumpet solo} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Dm} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{F/C} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Eb/Bb} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Troms} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Gm} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Bb/F} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Brass} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Trumpet solo} \)

\( \text{\textdollar} \text{Dm} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{F/C} \quad \text{\textdollar} \text{Eb/Bb} \)